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First Steps childcare facility

Location:

Dunshaughlin, Co. Meath, Ireland.

Area heated: 349m2
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Project:

ro

System: EuroFast floor heating
EuroSmart controls heat management system
Ochsner Airthermal Millennium Super Split system
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The Brief:
To provide a heating system with very low running costs and minimum civil works to
supply heat and hot water in a safe and efficient way to a new crèche building. Comfort
and reliability were to take priority with carbon reduction and running costs also
emphasised. Installation cost to remain within the build budget to replace a planned oil
system.
How we did it:

The finished floor screed incorporates the EuroFast floor heating system using rail
tracking to speed up reaction time by locking a 5°k Δt on the heating design the system
could overcome building heat losses at 35°c flow and exterior temperatures below 0°c.
designing 100mm floor screed provided enough storage to maximise low tariff operating
time on the Ochsner heat pump and introducing the Ochsner Millennium split evaporator
reduced civil works expenses to a couple of hundred euros. EuroSmart controls offered
the flexibility of independent weekly time scheduling of all rooms with set point and set
back target temperatures.
Performance:
Due to the exceptional performance of the system the management committee have
agreed to live monitoring of the system showing it’s output capacity, energy
consumption and seasonal efficiency via an independent monitoring station which will be
accessed live over the internet.
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